INTERIOR
DESIGNERS

Adelaide Bragg (9)

Juliette Arent &
Sarah-Jane Pyke (17)

Adelaide Bragg & Associates
A start with textile company Colefax
and Fowler sparked Adelaide’s love
of timeless interiors. She launched
her own business in 1989 and now
creates old-new harmony in urban
and rural projects nationally.

Arent&Pyke
Sarah-Jane (left) and Juliette
launched their practice in 2007
and quickly built a reputation
for beautiful residential interiors.
The living room of their Pavilion
House took out the Room of the
Year in H&G’s Top 50 Rooms
showcase in 2014.
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HONOUR ROLL
A nod to the many women in
interiors who’ve set the bar
high and continue to inspire.
Trailblazers
Rosemary Kirkby
Marion Hall Best
Margaret Lord
Florence Broadhurst
Mary Featherston
Janne Faulkner
Sue Carr
Pamela Brown
Briony Fitzgerald
Ann Gyngell
Robyn Lindsey
Geraldine Maher
Pia Francesca
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Ones to watch
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KPDO
With numerous accolades over her
20-year career and some of the
world’s most beautiful and creative
design projects in her portfolio,
Kerry commands the respect of
the entire design industry.

Caecilia Potter (2)

Atticus & Milo
Founder and design director of
her award-winning architecture
and interior design consultancy,
Caecilia’s work is well known and
loved for its warmth and eclecticism.
She is also a member of the
Program Advisory Committee
at RMIT’s School of Design.

Bettina Clark &
Angela Antelme (3)

Ascot Living
Bettina (left) and Angela say
their country childhoods informed
their love of comfortable, liveable
interiors. Designers at Ascot Living
for 20 and 15 years respectively,
they create friendly, interesting
and practical family homes.

Fiona Lynch (4)

Fiona Lynch
Recognised for her artistic
approach to interiors and inventive
use of space and materials, Fiona’s
eye for creating beautiful rooms
and objects now extends to a
rug collection with Tretford.

Kim Pearson (5)

Kim Pearson
Madly in love with beauty and
exploring it in all its guises, Kim
has a healthy respect for marrying
the fabulous with the practical, and
“never falling into the formulaic”.

Tina Engelen (6)

CO-AP
Her designer’s eye was honed in
the family business, furniture
importers Dedece, and Tina shot
to fame in the late 90s as one half
of architectural practice Engelen
Moore. She formed CO-AP with
Will Fung in 2005 and successes
since include an AIA award for
the Oakes Apartment.

Leigh Boswell (7)

Highgate House
Growing up with both mother and
father in the interiors and building
industries, Leigh polished her skills
in London before opening her
award-winning business, Highgate
House, in partnership with her
mother more than 20 years ago.

Louise Bell (8)

Interni
Named a trailblazer by her
contemporaries, Louise worked
in London and Paris before
establishing Interni, a Sydney
firm known for high-quality
residential, retail and commercial
interior design projects.
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Kerry Phelan (1)

Text
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Mardi Doherty (10)

Doherty Design Studio
Producing residential and
commercial projects from concept
to completion, Mardi and her
team use intuitive, holistic design
principles and bespoke finishes to
express individuality in interiors.

Anna Spiro (11)

Black & Spiro
With her flair for layering
colourful fabrics and textiles
with antiques and special one-off
pieces, Anna, now also a blogger
and author, has been a decorator’s
darling since she established her
Brisbane shop and interiors
practice in 2001.

Shareen Joel (18)

Shareen Joel Design
A design all-rounder, Shareen
is known for a balanced and
elegant style that has guided
the aesthetic of key brands, her
residential projects and renowned
design website, Share Design.

Sarah Davison (12)

Susanna Bilardo (14)

Sonia Simpfendorfer (13)

Meryl Hare (15)

Sarah Davison
Interior Design
“I’ve always been inspired by
beautiful residential architecture
and interiors and the way they
influence our lives,” says Sarah.
Quality materials and harmony
are hallmarks of her interior style.

Nexus Designs
Sonia grew up in a creative, musicloving household in rural SA. As
a director and creative director of
Melbourne firm Nexus Designs, she
has continued the ground-breaking
design approach championed by
founder Janne Faulkner in 1967.

Amy Pacewicz
Tamsin Johnson
Chelsea Hing
Natasha Levak
Pipkorn & Kilpatrick
Vokaberg Design
Louise Spicer
Allison Pye
We Are Huntly
Caroline Choker
Beatrix Rowe
Charlotte Coote
Alexandra Ponting
Simone Haag

Miriam Fanning (16)

Enoki
The director of SA studio Enoki
since 2004, Susanna creates
spaces that are enjoyable to live
and work in, and loves to excite
and challenge people with
thoughtful, beautiful and
functional interiors.

Mim Design
She launched Mim Design in 2000
when she had a family, with the
aim of “being continually inspired”.
Today, the busy studio has
expanded to 19 and tackles
interiors, architecture, styling
and brand direction.
▶

Hare+Klein
Regarded as a trailblazer in
the field, Meryl is a Design
Institute of Australia Hall of Famer.
Her nurturing, collaborative
approach ensures her Sydney firm
produces stellar interiors
and talented young designers.
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